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Abstract

Natural populations hold enormous potential for evolutionary genetic studies, especially

when phenotypic, genetic and environmental data are all available on the same

individuals. However, untangling the genotype-phenotype relationship in natural

populations remains a major challenge. Here, we describe results of an investigation

of one class of phenotype, allele-specific gene expression (ASGE), in the well-studied

natural population of baboons of the Amboseli basin, Kenya. ASGE measurements

identify cases in which one allele of a gene is overexpressed relative to the alternative

allele of the same gene, within individuals, thus providing a control for background

genetic and environmental effects. Here, we characterize the incidence of ASGE in the

Amboseli baboon population, focusing on the genetic and environmental contributions

to ASGE in a set of eleven genes involved in immunity and defence. Within this set, we

identify evidence for common ASGE in four genes. We also present examples of two

relationships between cis-regulatory genetic variants and the ASGE phenotype. Finally,

we identify one case in which this relationship is influenced by a novel gene–

environment interaction. Specifically, the dominance rank of an individual’s mother

during its early life (an aspect of that individual’s social environment) influences the

expression of the gene CCL5 via an interaction with cis-regulatory genetic variation.

These results illustrate how environmental and ecological data can be integrated into

evolutionary genetic studies of functional variation in natural populations. They also

highlight the potential importance of early life environmental variation in shaping the

genetic architecture of complex traits in wild mammals.
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Introduction

The relationship between genetic variation and pheno-

typic variation has a fundamental influence on evolu-

tionary change. However, dissecting this relationship

for traits of ecological and evolutionary relevance con-

tinues to be a substantial challenge. This is especially

true in studies of nonmodel systems in the wild, for

which inbred lines cannot be constructed and for which

extensive genomic resources are not yet available. Nev-

ertheless, some of the most ecologically and evolution-

arily well characterized systems on the phenotypic level

fall in this category (e.g. Grant 1986; Clutton-Brock

1989; Clutton-Brock & Pemberton 2004; Kruuk & Hill

2008; Tung et al. 2010). In these cases, prior knowledge

about trait variation and its fitness impact in the wild
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would doubly reward efforts to link genetic variation to

phenotypic variation. For instance, while the finding

that variation in the calmodulin and BMP4 genes influ-

ences beak shape in Darwin’s finches (Geospiza sp.) was

itself a major contribution to evolutionary genetics (Ab-

zhanov et al. 2004, 2006), its significance was greatly

enhanced by the existence of long-term observational

research on the relationship between beak morphology,

feeding behaviour, and ecological niche differentiation

(Grant 1986).

In general, the tools available for studying functional

genetic variation in wild populations are more limited

than for model systems investigated under laboratory

conditions. However, allele-specific gene expression

(ASGE) assays, also known as allelic imbalance assays,

represent one potential strategy. These assays measure

the relative contribution of the two alleles of the same

gene to the total amount of mRNA for that gene within

the same individual. When one allele drives signifi-

cantly higher expression than the other allele, that gene

shows evidence of ASGE. Thus, unlike most types of

gene expression measurements, ASGE assays unambig-

uously indicate a causal basis for gene expression varia-

tion that lies in cis to the gene (a cis-acting effect

influences only the copy of the gene on the same physi-

cal chromosome; effects that influence both alleles of

the gene, such as environmental or genetic background

effects, are trans-acting). This is because, in comparisons

between alleles of a gene within individuals, the trans

genetic and trans environmental backgrounds are held

constant. Promisingly, ASGE assays can be broadly

applied both to laboratory model systems (Wittkopp

et al. 2004, 2008; de Meaux et al. 2005, 2006; Campbell

et al. 2008; Gruber & Long 2009; Zhang & Borevitz

2009) and to nonmodel systems (Yan et al. 2002; Morley

et al. 2004; Pastinen & Hudson 2004; Schaart et al. 2005;

Cheung et al. 2008; Serre et al. 2008; von Korff et al.

2009; Tung et al. 2009; Heap et al. 2010), including from

samples obtained directly from organisms in the field

(Tung et al. 2009). Thus, unlike in vitro assessments of

functional genetic variation, the functional effects of this

variation in organisms experiencing natural environ-

mental conditions are clear.

Allele-specific gene expression (ASGE) measurements

have been used as a tool to disentangle the global con-

tributions of cis- and trans-acting factors to gene regula-

tion (Yan et al. 2002; Morley et al. 2004; Pastinen &

Hudson 2004; Zhang & Borevitz 2009), to investigate

the relationship between cis-regulatory variation and

genetic divergence within and between species (Wit-

tkopp et al. 2004, 2008; Gruber & Long 2009), and to

test specific hypotheses about functional genetic varia-

tion that influences a given locus (de Meaux et al. 2005;

Tao et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2006; Linnen et al. 2009; Tung

et al. 2009; Wittkopp et al. 2009; Babbitt et al. 2010).

Most of this work has been conducted either in humans

or in laboratory systems in which controlled crosses can

be made, and ASGE assays have generally not been

brought to bear in studies of natural populations (but

see Linnen et al. 2009; Tung et al. 2009). However, the

ability of ASGE measurements to control for trans-act-

ing variation is particularly useful in work on natural

populations, for which background effects and sam-

pling conditions often cannot be standardized.

Here, we present an analysis of ASGE in a wild pop-

ulation of yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus) that has

been monitored continuously since 1971 as the focus of

a long-term study in the Amboseli basin of southern

Kenya (Altmann & Altmann 1970; Altmann et al. 1996;

Buchan et al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2006). This research

has produced a large body of knowledge on environ-

mental and phenotypic variation in this population

(Altmann & Alberts 2003; Silk et al. 2003; Beehner et al.

2006b; Charpentier et al. 2008a,b), making it an ideal

candidate system for integrating genetic data into an

existing ecological framework. The study subjects were

members of a natural, unmanaged, unprovisioned pop-

ulation that receives no veterinary or other intervention

and co-occurs with a full complement of natural preda-

tors.

We analysed expression data on ten genes associated

with immune function and expressed in whole blood,

and reanalyzed data on one gene (FY) that we previ-

ously characterized in another study (Tung et al. 2009),

for a total gene set of eleven genes (Table 1). In addi-

tion, we took advantage of the long-term behavioural

and environmental data for the individuals in our data

set to extend our understanding of ASGE to include

possible environmental interaction effects. Specifically,

for two of these genes, we tested the hypothesis that

variation in an individual’s early social environment

may have long-term effects on gene expression through-

out life via gene–environment interactions (GEIs). Early

environmental effects and GEIs involving the early

environment have been demonstrated for a broad range

of organisms and traits (e.g. Qvarnstrom 1999; David

et al. 2000; Hoffjan et al. 2005), including in studies that

indicate the importance of these interactions for

immune genes (several interleukins and IFNG: Hoffjan

et al. 2005; CD14 and interleukin receptor 4-alpha: Su-

zuki et al. 2009). Given that gene expression often

serves as a molecular precursor for such traits, we rea-

soned that early life environment might also have a

long-reaching impact on expression.

We drew on knowledge from previous studies of the

Amboseli baboons to identify a specific early life effect,

maternal dominance rank, which might play a role in

mediating GEIs on gene expression phenotypes.
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Although maternal dominance rank, defined as the

dominance rank (i.e. social status) of an individual’s

mother at the time of that individual’s conception, is a

trait of the mother, it also represents an important envi-

ronmental variable in the early life of her offspring: like

humans, infant baboons in the periparturitional period

are completely dependent on their mothers for resource

acquisition and protection, and a mother’s social status

influences the quality of this environment, sometimes

with long-term effects. For instance, maternal domi-

nance rank in the Amboseli baboons predicts the gluco-

corticoid levels of male offspring during late

adolescence more effectively than a male’s own rank,

years after the environmental effect was experienced,

and even in cases in which the mother has previously

died (Onyango et al. 2008). Additionally, maternal dom-

inance rank affects offspring growth rates (Johnson

2003; Altmann & Alberts 2005) and the age that off-

spring mature (Altmann & Alberts 2005; Charpentier

et al. 2008a). Further, maternal social connectedness

during the early life of her offspring predicts offspring

survival in the first year of life (Silk et al. 2003), an

effect that has been replicated and extended to encom-

pass overall lifetime survival in the chacma baboons

(Papio ursinus) of the Okavango Delta (Silk et al. 2009).

By combining allele-specific expression assays, geno-

type data, and field observations, we therefore sought

to integrate environmental effects, genetic effects, and

phenotypic data to understand the architecture of gene

expression in a natural population. In particular, we

aimed to provide a first overview of the role of ASGE

in the Amboseli baboons, including its link to genetic

variation in nearby cis-regulatory regions and its rela-

tionship to maternal dominance rank, an important

early life environmental effect.

Materials and methods

Study subjects

The Amboseli basin is a semi-arid short-grass savanna

in southern Kenya, bordering Tanzania on the south.

The Amboseli baboon population consists of primarily

yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus) with some hybrid

admixture from immigration of anubis baboons (Papio

anubis) from outside the basin (Samuels & Altmann

1986; Alberts & Altmann 2001; Tung et al. 2008). Five

study groups composed of individually recognized ani-

mals are currently monitored on a near-daily basis

within the larger population: life history, behavioural,

Table 1 Genes included in this study

Gene Gene name Role n ASGE range* P-value†

CCL5 Chemokine (CC motif) ligand 5 Pro-inflammatory chemokine 36 0.201–3.32 <0.0001

CCR5 Chemokine (CC motif) receptor 5 Membrane-bound chemokine receptor;

T-cell entry point for HIV

25 )0.960–0.518 0.1651

CD14 Monocyte differentiation antigen CD14 Monocyte cell surface marker;

recognizes bacterial

lipopolysaccharide

7 0.112–0.425 0.0923

CXCR4 Chemokine (CXC motif) receptor 4 Membrane-bound chemokine receptor;

T cell entry point for HIV

50 )0.420–0.418 0.0001

FY Duffy antigen receptor for chemokines Non-specific chemokine receptor;

erythrocyte receptor for Plasmodium

vivax malaria

38 )0.002–2.13 <0.0001

IL10 Interleukin 10 Anti-inflammatory cytokine 31 )0.491–0.108 <0.0001

IL1B Interleukin 1-beta Pro-inflammatory cytokine 33 )0.111–0.104 0.7103

IL6 Interleukin 6 Pro-inflammatory ⁄ anti-inflammatory

cytokine

13 )0.741–0.001 0.0011

LTA Lymphotoxin alpha Lymphocytic cytokine involved in the

inflammatory and antiviral response

36 )0.429–0.463 0.5798

TAP2 Transporter, ATP binding cassette,

major histocompatibility complex, 2

MHC cluster gene involved in antigen

presentation to T cells

15 )0.481–0.402 0.4512

TNF Tumour necrosis factor Pro-inflammatory cytokine, also

involved in apoptosis

8 )0.125–0.039 0.0781

ASGE, allele-specific gene expression

*Range refers to the range of mean log2-transformed corrected ASGE values for each individual, across all replicate measurements.

CCL5, CXCR4, FY, and IL10 reflect samples collected from 2005 to 2009; all other genes include samples from 2005 to 2008.
†Uncorrected P-values for common ASGE were derived from 10 000 random permutations of the data, as described in Materials and

methods.
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and physiological data are recorded for all individuals,

maternal pedigrees are available for all natal individu-

als, and paternal pedigrees are available for many

(Buchan et al. 2003; Alberts et al. 2006). The subjects of

this study were 101 adult baboons (55 females and 46

males), representing approximately 60% of the adults

in the study population. Study subjects lived in one of

our five main study groups (monitored on a near-daily

basis) or in one group that is monitored monthly for

demographic information only. Study subjects were

chosen based on an opportunistic darting strategy: on

days pre-arranged as darting days, we targeted animals

that could be darted without being observed by their

conspecifics (for instance, because other animals were

momentarily oriented away from them). This resulted

in darting choices that were random with respect to

particular characteristics of the animals, with the impor-

tant exception that we only darted adult (post-pubertal)

animals, and we avoided darting females in the second

or third trimesters of pregnancy and those with depen-

dent infants. Samples were collected between 2005 and

2009.

All study subjects were anesthetized with an anaes-

thetic-bearing dart using a handheld blowgun. Darting

occurred in the morning (0700–1200), when animals

descended from known sleeping sites. In order to mini-

mize disruption to the study groups, darting only

occurred when no individuals within the group would

observe the actual dart delivery, and we darted no

more than two animals per day, no more than 3 days a

week. Anesthetized baboons were quickly removed to a

processing site distant from the rest of the group. We

collected RNA samples by drawing two 2.5 mL samples

of whole blood into PaxGene Vacutainer tubes (BD Vac-

utainer), which protect RNA from environmental degra-

dation and prevent further transcription after the blood

draw. We also collected blood samples for DNA extrac-

tion. Upon regaining consciousness, study subjects were

placed into a covered holding cage until fully recovered

from the effects of the anaesthetic (�3–4 h). They were

then released in the vicinity of their social group. All

subjects rejoined their social groups quickly upon

release and without incident.

Blood samples were stored for no more than 3 days

in an evaporatively-cooled charcoal structure at Ambos-

eli, which maintains a temperature of 20–25 �C. They

were then shipped to Nairobi, where they were either

preserved frozen at )20 �C until they could be hand

couriered to the United States, or, in a subset of cases,

immediately extracted at the Institute of Primate

Research in Nairobi (see Appendix S1 in Supporting

information). RNA extractions were conducted using

the PaxGene RNA kit (Qiagen) and RNA was reverse

transcribed into cDNA (High Capacity cDNA Archive

kit; Applied Biosystems) for subsequent pyrosequenc-

ing. The robustness of the ASGE measurements to these

protocols was confirmed by systematic comparisons

between samples extracted from the same individual

after different storage and transport conditions

(Table S1 and Fig. S1, Supporting information). DNA

samples were extracted for each study subject using the

DNEasy DNA Extraction kit (Qiagen).

Candidate gene assay development

All eleven candidate loci used in this study are well

studied in humans with respect to disease risk and pro-

gression, and all contain segregating genetic variants in

human populations that have been specifically associ-

ated with disease-related phenotypes, many of which

are cis-regulatory (McKusick-Nathans Institute of

Genetic Medicine & National Center for Biotechnology

Information 2010). All the genes in the data set were

also linked by their involvement in immune function,

reflecting one of the main biological functions of the tis-

sue from which we sampled RNA. Additionally, either

intraspecific sequence data or interspecific comparisons

in humans or nonhuman primates have suggested inter-

esting selective patterns for several of these loci (for

example, CCR5: Bamshad et al. 2002; FY: Hamblin & Di

Rienzo 2000; Hamblin et al. 2002; CCL5, IL10, IL1B,

LTA: Hughes et al. 2005).

All methods of measuring ASGE depend on the pres-

ence of one or more segregating SNP variants in the

transcribed region of a target gene. Allele-specific

assays are applied to individuals who are heterozygous

for this variant, because by discriminating between the

two alleles at the transcribed SNP, the two gene tran-

scripts (and, by proxy, their linked cis-regulatory

regions) can also be differentiated. We identified com-

mon transcribed SNPs segregating in the Amboseli

baboon population by sequencing transcribed regions of

the 11 candidate loci in an ascertainment panel of 10–12

unrelated baboons. We focused specifically on identify-

ing intermediate frequency SNPs. These SNPs are the

most useful variants for constructing ASGE assays

because multiple individuals are likely to be heterozy-

gous at these sites. Thus, we designed ASGE assays

only around transcribed SNPs with an estimated minor

allele frequency of at least 10%. We identified suitable

transcribed SNPs for all eleven loci, and designed one

assay each for all genes except for FY, for which we

designed two assays as reported in Tung et al. (2009).

Although we have already reported some of the results

for the FY gene in previous work, we included it here

for the purpose of comparison to the other ten loci, and

also in order to explore possible GEIs influencing ASGE

at FY (see below).
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We then genotyped these SNPs using pyrosequencing

(using the PyroMark Q96 MD instrument and PyroGold

reagents, Biotage) or direct sequencing (using an ABI

3730·l sequencer and Big Dye Terminator reagents, ver-

sion 3.1; Applied Biosystems) for all individuals sam-

pled from 2005 to 2007. Approximately 1.05% of the

genotypes is missing in this dataset as a result of failed

genotyping or sequencing reactions. A subset of the

genes exhibited common allelic imbalance within the

samples collected between 2005–2007, based on compar-

isons between genomic DNA and cDNA measurements

(see below for further details). For these genes, we also

genotyped and assayed individuals sampled between

2008 and 2009 (0.09% missing genotypes in this total

set). At least seven heterozygotes (range: 7–37 hetero-

zygotes per gene, mean: 25.1) were assayed for each of

the genes in this study (Table 1).

All sequences were visually inspected for ascertain-

ment of variable sites in the population and identifica-

tion of heterozygous individuals using Sequencher 4.8

(GeneCodes). Pyrosequencing genotypes were assigned

by calculation of relative peak heights at the variable

site and ⁄or by automated assignment using PYROMARK

MD software.

ASGE measurements via pyrosequencing

Allele-specific expression assays were conducted using

pyrosequencing on a PyroMark Q96 MD instrument.

Briefly, pyrosequencing is a genotyping approach based

on cycle sequencing, in which the successful addition of

a complementary base to a sequencing template pro-

duces light emissions. When the template contains a

heterozygous SNP, as in ASGE assays, the amount of

light produced upon addition of one complement vs.

the alternative complement at that SNP reflects the rela-

tive prevalence of the two templates (e.g. Yan et al.

2002; Wittkopp et al. 2004). We conducted pyrosequenc-

ing-based ASGE assays for individuals that were het-

erozygous at the transcribed assay SNP for each

candidate locus (this SNP usually occurs at a silent site

or in an untranslated region of the gene, and thus dif-

ferentiates RNA transcripts, but not the resulting pro-

tein). We generated template for the ASGE assay by

running PCRs on the cDNA produced from the samples

drawn in PaxGene tubes or on genomic DNA. For each

gene-individual combination, we ran four replicates

produced from four independent initial PCRs on each

of two replicate plates. Thus, a total of eight gene

expression measurements were obtained for each indi-

vidual for each candidate gene. For IL6, greater techni-

cal variance in the assay led us to measure each

individual twelve times (across three plates). Each mea-

surement corresponds to the ratio of expression of one

allele of the gene vs. the alternative allele of the same

gene. For example, if two alleles could be discriminated

based on a C ⁄T transcribed SNP, allele-specific differ-

ences in expression would be represented as the signal

for the allele carrying the ‘C’ variant divided by the sig-

nal for the allele carrying the ‘T’ variant, corrected by

any technical bias in relative signal strength detected

from concurrent measurements on genomic DNA for

the same individual (see Appendix S1 in Supporting

information). Corrected ratios were then log2-trans-

formed for downstream analyses.

Assessment of ASGE for each locus

In order to identify functional cis-regulatory variants in

the Amboseli population, we focused on genes that

commonly exhibited ASGE within our sample. Rare

cases of ASGE are more likely to reflect rare genetic

variants, rare interactions with environmental or genetic

background effects, or the presence of multiple func-

tional variants with opposing effects. These situations

make it difficult to associate ASGE with cis-regulatory

genetic variation, and so we avoided them. We identi-

fied cases of common ASGE by comparing the measure-

ments made on cDNA for a given gene to the control

genomic DNA (gDNA) measurements for the same

gene, using raw log2-transformed values for both sets of

measurements. We considered ASGE to be common for

a gene when the distribution of allelic imbalance for

that gene was significantly different for cDNA samples

than the corresponding distribution for gDNA samples,

over all individuals. Note that this approach does not

identify significant allelic imbalance on an individual-

by-individual basis, but instead tests for a shift away

from equal expression of both alleles in the mean for

the population (in all subsequent analyses focused on

individual differences, we treat ASGE levels as a contin-

uous trait). This approach eliminated genes for which

ASGE was rare (i.e. affecting one or only a few individ-

uals in the sample), because these individuals did not

strongly influence the overall distribution of ASGE val-

ues.

We evaluated the significance of common ASGE for

each gene by randomly permuting the labels (cDNA or

gDNA) over these values. Because more cDNA mea-

surements were made for each individual than gDNA

measurements, we first randomly subsampled the num-

ber of cDNA measurements for each individual to equal

the number of gDNA measurements. We repeated this

subsampling routine 10 000 times. We then calculated a

P-value for each subsampled data set using a two-tailed

nonparametric Wilcoxon summed ranks test, which

tested whether the cDNA values were significantly dif-

ferent than the values for the gDNA set. We took the
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mean of this set of P-values to be the nominal P-value

for the gene. This value was then compared to a distri-

bution of P-values derived from random permutations,

which provided a null distribution on P-values for each

gene.

Sequencing of gene regulatory regions

Four genes exhibited strong evidence for common alle-

lic imbalance (CCL5, FY, CXCR4, IL10; see Results). In

order to identify genetic variants associated with ASGE

in these genes, we sequenced 0.65–0.82 kilobases

upstream of the transcription start site for the set of

individuals assayed for each of these genes (Tables S6–

S9, Supporting information). For IL10, we also

sequenced 0.72 kilobases in the 3¢ untranslated region

and 3¢ flanking region because our analyses suggested

that the upstream sequence did not explain observed

ASGE patterns and because the assay SNP used for this

gene is located in its last exon (which also contains the

3¢ UTR; Table S10, Supporting information). Variable

sites were identified by visual examination of the result-

ing sequence traces, and genotype assignments were

produced for each individual-gene combination based

on the sequence data.

Association between ASGE data and regulatory
variants

ASGE is a gene expression phenotype caused by cis-reg-

ulatory genetic variants that functionally differ in their

abilities to drive gene expression. Because ASGE reflects

the ratio of gene expression between alleles within indi-

viduals, only individuals that are heterozygous at one

or more of these variants will exhibit significant ASGE.

This leads to the expectation that heterozygotes at a

functional cis-regulatory variant will exhibit more

extreme values of ASGE than homozygotes for the same

variant. We used this expectation to test for an associa-

tion between the cis-regulatory variants detected in the

sequenced regulatory regions of the four commonly

imbalanced genes, and the ASGE data obtained from

the pyrosequencing assays. For these genes, we

expanded the original dataset (individuals darted dur-

ing 2005–2007) to include an additional set of 32 indi-

viduals darted during 2008–2009, as indicated above.

Testing for an association between ASGE and geno-

type at a putative regulatory SNP is possible because,

although individuals assayed for ASGE are always het-

erozygous at the pyrosequencing assay SNP, they may

be either heterozygous or homozygous at a SNP in the

cis-regulatory region due to historic recombination.

Thus, an individual who is heterozygous at the tran-

scribed assay SNP could be heterozygous at an

upstream regulatory SNP, or homozygous at that regu-

latory site, implying incomplete linkage disequilibrium

between these sites. Indeed, variation in the level of

ASGE among individuals that are all heterozygous at

the assay SNP suggests that this case often holds true.

We used general linear mixed models to analyse vari-

ation in allelic imbalance in all assayed individuals.

Genotypes were coded as heterozygous or homozygous

at known cis-regulatory variable sites (Table 2; exclud-

ing singletons in the sample, which are too rare to

account for common ASGE and also impossible to ana-

lyse in this context) and treated as fixed effects within

the model. In cases where two cis-regulatory SNPs were

perfectly correlated (Tables S6–S10, Supporting infor-

mation), we analysed genotype at only one representa-

tive site. In total, we investigated three sites for CCL5;

one site for CXCR4; four sites for FY; and six sites for

IL10. Year of sampling was treated as a random effect

(Tables S2–S5, Supporting information). Parameter esti-

mates for all model effects were conducted using the

lme4 package in R 2.8.1 (R Development Core Team

2007). For two genes, CXCR4 and IL10, the distribution

of ASGE included a large number of both negative and

Table 2 Coefficients, P-values and sample distribution for

genotype effects in the fit models for genes with significant

common allele-specific gene expression in the Amboseli popu-

lation (bold values represent significant effects).

Gene SNP # Hets, # Homs* Coefficient† P-value

CCL5 SNP1 (C ⁄T) 14 CT, 22 TT 0.463 0.879

SNP2 (A ⁄G) 6 AG, 30 AA )0.278 0.154

SNP3 (A ⁄G) 14 AG, 22 GG )1.787 <0.0001

CXCR4 SNP1 (A ⁄G) 17 AG, 19 GG 0.065 0.956

FY SNP1 (A ⁄G) 29 AG, 8 AA 0.059 0.572

SNP2 (A ⁄G) 2 AG, 36 GG 0.277 0.698

SNP3 (A ⁄G) 4 AG, 34 AA 0.235 0.738

SNP4 (C ⁄T) 18 CT, 20 CC )0.620 0.0002

IL10‡ SNP1 (C ⁄T) 4 CT, 23 CC )0.035 0.176

SNP2 (C ⁄T) 2 CT, 24 CC )0.022 0.415

SNP3 (C ⁄T) 2 CT, 21 CC )0.096 0.082

SNP4 (C ⁄T) 6 CT, 18 CC 0.035 0.604

SNP5 (C ⁄G) 16 CG, 8 GG )0.024 0.411

SNP6 (C ⁄T) 8 CT, 17 CC 0.042 0.756

*The sum of each cell is equivalent to the number of

individuals with genotype information at that site. For some

individuals, genotype data were not included due to missing

or poor quality sequence.
†A negative coefficient corresponds to increased levels of allelic

imbalance in heterozygotes vs. homozygotes.
‡SNP1 and SNP2 are located in the putative upstream cis-

regulatory region for IL10; SNPs 3 – 6 are located in the 3¢
untranslated region and 3¢ flanking region. Additional

information about the position of each SNP is provided

in Tables S6–S10, Supporting information.
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positive values (i.e. imbalance was detected at the assay

SNP in both directions; Table 1). This effect may result

from low levels of linkage disequilibrium between an

assay SNP and a causal cis-regulatory SNP, leading to a

case in which heterozygotes at the regulatory site exhi-

bit both more negative and more positive values of

ASGE than homozygotes. To avoid misidentifying the

genes that exhibited increased variance as genes for

which cis-regulatory genotype has no effect, we there-

fore used ‘unsigned’ ASGE values (i.e. the absolute

value of the log2-transformed ASGE values; see for

example Babbitt et al. 2010) for these two genes.

We assigned P-values for each model effect using

random permutations of the allelic imbalance measure-

ments for a given individual against individual identity

(as in Tung et al. 2009). We then used a backwards

model selection procedure to sequentially eliminate

the model effect with the highest P-value, until all

P-values were below 0.10. We performed significance

testing using permutations in order to standardize

our methods across genes for which ASGE values fol-

lowed different distributions (permutation testing is a

non-parametric approach), and because this approach

allowed us to retain all replicate measurements in the

analysis, instead of using a summary value such as a

mean or median (we permuted blocks of replicate mea-

surements for each individual). For each gene, several

individuals in the data set were close relatives; to

ensure that genetic correlations between these individu-

als did not produce a false signal of association, we also

analysed the data after eliminating individuals in the

data set so that no close relatives were included. In each

case, eliminating different sets of individuals could pro-

duce this outcome; however, in no case did elimination

of close relatives qualitatively change the results.

GEI effects on gene expression

A significant correlation between an ASGE phenotype

and environmental effects suggests the presence of a

GEI in which the environment, acting in trans to influ-

ence both alleles of a gene, modifies the effect of the cis-

regulatory variant(s) (de Meaux et al. 2005; von Korff

et al. 2009). Understanding GEIs that influence evolu-

tion in the wild may prove to be a particularly impor-

tant contribution of evolutionary genetic work on

natural populations. To explore this possibility, we

tested for the presence of GEIs involving cis-regulatory

variation in the two genes for which significant com-

mon ASGE was detected and could be associated with

a known cis-regulatory genotype. We focused on an

environmental effect of known importance in the Am-

boseli population: the social rank of an individual’s

mother, at the time of that individual’s conception (i.e.

maternal dominance rank), which is known to exert

long-term effects on maturation timing and stress hor-

mone profiles in this population (Alberts & Altmann

1995; Charpentier et al. 2008a; Onyango et al. 2008).

Data on maternal dominance rank was extracted from

the long-term relational database for the Amboseli

Baboon Research Project, BABASE. Ranks are calculated

on a monthly basis from a matrix of agonistic interac-

tions between adult females residing in the same social

group (Altmann & Alberts 2005). A mother’s rank at

the time of conception is therefore her assigned rank for

the month in which she conceived the focal individual

in our data set. Conception dates are determined from

near-daily reproductive records on each female that

track stages of the menstrual cycle based on external

morphological information, a technique validated by

faecal hormones (Beehner et al. 2006a; Gesquiere et al.

2007).

To investigate the possibility of GEIs that influence

ASGE, we analysed the residuals from the previous

model of ASGE on genotype in the context of a general

linear model (see also Appendix S1 in Supporting infor-

mation). We stratified the data by genotypic class at the

associated regulatory SNP (i.e. by whether the individ-

ual was heterozygous or homozygous at the regulatory

SNP), which permitted us to analyse the relationship

between maternal dominance rank and ASGE sepa-

rately for homozygotes and heterozygotes. This stratifi-

cation allowed us to test the expectation that, if an

environmental effect modifies the effect of a functional

cis-regulatory variant, a relationship between ASGE and

the environment should be observed in heterozygotes

for this variant, but not in homozygotes. This expecta-

tion arises because an environmental interaction with

cis-regulatory variation should not be observable via

ASGE measurements if the two alleles for an individual

are not functionally differentiated (i.e. if the individual

is homozygous). We conducted this analysis subsequent

to the initial genotype-phenotype association analysis in

order to specifically test the hypothesis that observed

associations between genetic effects and ASGE are mod-

ified by the environmental effects of maternal domi-

nance rank (as opposed to testing the hypothesis that

an interaction exists between any SNP and maternal

dominance rank, an approach that would be difficult to

biologically interpret and that would involve fitting a

much larger number of model parameters). Conse-

quently, we restricted the GEI analysis to the two genes

in our data set that showed evidence for an association

between cis-regulatory genotype and ASGE, CCL5 and

FY.

The P-values for this analysis were assigned by run-

ning the same analysis after permuting the response

variable (residuals of a model taking into account year
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of sampling and the genotype effect) with respect to the

explanatory environmental variable. A null distribution

of effects was obtained from 1000 random permuta-

tions, and the probability of observing an effect size

greater than the estimated effect from the unpermuted

data was taken as the P-value for the test (equivalent to

a two-tailed test).

Results

ASGE is common in the Amboseli baboons

Of the eleven loci included in this study, four (36.4%)

exhibited significant common ASGE (i.e. significant

sample set-wide differences between ASGE ratios

derived from cDNA vs. ASGE ratios derived from

genomic DNA) at P < 0.01 following Bonferroni correc-

tion for multiple testing (CCL5, CXCR4, FY, IL10;

Table 1, Fig. 1).

Among these four genes, we detected a range of

effect sizes. For example, for CCL5, cDNA measure-

ments almost never overlapped with genomic DNA

measurements for any individual, while for CXCR4, FY

and IL10, the cDNA and gDNA distributions over-

lapped somewhat (Fig. 1). In addition, the average cor-

rected, log2-transformed ASGE measurement for an

individual assayed at CCL5 was 1.38 (range: 0.201–3.32),

corresponding to a fold change difference in gene

expression for the higher expressing allele of 2.60. In

contrast, the average corrected ASGE measurement for

an individual assayed at CXCR4 was 0.112 (range:

)0.420 to 0.418; 1.08 fold change difference between

alleles). Nonetheless, all four of these genes showed sig-

nificant ASGE, in contrast to the other seven genes in

our dataset, exemplified by CCR5 and LTA in Fig. 1.

ASGE is associated with cis-regulatory genetic
variation

Of the four genes exhibiting common ASGE (CCL5,

CXCR4, IL10 and FY), two (including FY, as previously

reported in Tung et al. 2009) exhibited an association

between heterozygosity ⁄homozygosity at a putative cis-

regulatory genetic variant and magnitude of ASGE,

such that heterozygotes exhibited more extreme ASGE

than homozygotes (Fig. 2). As in the case of ASGE

itself, we observed considerable variation in the size of

the effect of the putative regulatory variant (see also

Appendix S1 in Supporting information). For CCL5,

genotype at the associated variant (an A ⁄G transition

located 200 base pairs upstream of the translation start

site) explained 66.5% of the variance in the overall set

of ASGE measurements, after taking into account the

effects of year of sampling (P < 0.0001, n = 14 hetero-

zygotes and 22 homozygotes). Additionally, we

observed no overlap between the range of ASGE for

heterozygotes at this site (range of mean per individual

log2-transformed ratios: 1.77–3.32) and the range of

ASGE for homozygotes at this site (range of mean per

individual log2-transformed ratios: 0.201–1.52). For FY,

the variant associated with ASGE (a C ⁄T transition

located 674 base pairs upstream of the erythrocytic
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Fig. 1 Example allele-specific gene

expression (ASGE) ratios for cDNA and

genomic DNA (gDNA) for six genes. (a)

CCL5; (b) FY; (c) CXCR4; and (d) IL10

illustrate significant differences in log2-

transformed ASGE ratios between

cDNA samples and gDNA samples

(indicated by an asterisk); whereas, for

comparison, (e) CCR5 and (f) LTA illus-

trate cases of statistically indistinguish-

able cDNA and gDNA measurements.
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translation start site) explained a more modest propor-

tion of the overall ASGE variance, 22% (P = 0.0002,

n = 18 heterozygotes and 20 homozygotes), and the

ranges for ASGE measurements overlapped between

heterozygotes and homozygotes (heterozygotes: 0.203–

2.131; homozygotes: )0.002 to 1.46).

For both CCL5 and FY, the putative functional SNPs

we identified were the closest SNPs in each set to the

transcription start site. Interestingly, and also in both

cases, our results suggest that additional functional

variants and ⁄ or cis-by-trans regulatory interactions

influence expression of these genes. In particular, for

CCL5, even the homozygotes for the associated cis-regu-

latory variant exhibited strong signals of ASGE,

although the magnitude of allelic imbalance for these

animals was attenuated relative to heterozygotes.

For CXCR4 and IL10, we were unable to identify an

association between ASGE and SNP genotypes in the

immediate cis-regulatory region. Both of these genes

exhibited more modest levels of ASGE than CCL5 and

FY (Table 1) and were characterized by variation in

ASGE that encompassed both positive log2-transformed

ratios and negative log2-transformed ratios, probably

reducing the power to detect an association. Addition-

ally, we surveyed only a small region of sequence in

which cis-regulatory variants may occur.

GEI analysis

For CCL5, we identified an effect of maternal rank at

the time of an individual’s conception on gene expres-

sion, such that high maternal rank was correlated with

more pronounced ASGE in individuals that were het-

erozygous for the putative functional cis-regulatory site,

after controlling for the direct effect of genotype on

ASGE and year of sampling (P < 0.001; Fig. 3). No such

effect was detected for homozygotes at the cis-regula-

tory site (P = 0.464), as expected if maternal rank inter-

acts with genetic variation captured by this site.

This result suggested that the early life environment

influences gene expression at CCL5. However, if the

early environment we considered, maternal dominance

rank, is correlated with an individual’s own rank in

adulthood, the observed effect might instead represent

an interaction between genetic variation and the current

environment. Indeed, in baboons, maternal rank exerts

a non-genetic effect on the dominance rank achieved by

female offspring in adulthood (Walters 1987). We there-

fore checked whether the early life maternal rank effect
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(a) (b) Fig. 2 Heterozygotes at allele-specific

gene expression (ASGE)-associated

SNPs exhibit more extreme levels of

ASGE than homozygotes at (a) CCL5

(P < 0.0001) and (b) FY (P = 0.0002).

Although the year of sampling (i.e.

batch) effect was estimated as a random

effect within the full linear model, the

y-axis here depicts the residuals of

ASGE measurements after controlling

for year of sampling, in order to high-

light the genotype effect.
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Fig. 3 Maternal rank at conception influences allelic imbalance

in heterozygotes at the CCL5 putative functional cis-regulatory

site (P < 0.001, R2
adj = 0.706), but not homozygotes (P = 0.464),

after taking into account year of sampling and the direct effect

of the allele-specific gene expression-associated SNP (total
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can be distinguished from an effect of the individual’s

own rank at the time of sampling (i.e. the individual’s

current environment). Although maternal rank was sig-

nificantly correlated with rank at time of sampling in

the CCL5 data set (Spearman’s rho = 0.492, P = 0.008,

n = 28 individuals for which both ranks were known),

we found no evidence that an individual’s own rank at

sampling influenced ASGE in CCL5 cis-regulatory vari-

ant heterozygotes (P = 0.918). Together, these results

suggest a long-term effect of early life environment on

CCL5 expression, even in the absence of an effect of a

similar environment at the time of sampling. In con-

trast, we found no evidence for GEI involving maternal

rank on FY expression (P = 0.766).

Discussion

ASGE in the Amboseli baboon population

The presence of common ASGE was well supported for

four of the 11 genes included in this study. Although it

is difficult to compare rates of ASGE across studies,

given different kinds and numbers of samples, different

measurement platforms and different statistical meth-

ods, this frequency falls well within the rather broad

range of previous estimates for different taxa given in

the literature (from 5% to 70% in humans, mice,

Drosophila, and Arabidopsis: Yan et al. 2002; Pant et al.

2006; Milani et al. 2007; Campbell et al. 2008; Serre et al.

2008; Gruber & Long 2009; Zhang & Borevitz 2009;

Heap et al. 2010). This result suggests that our data set

provides a good first glimpse into the functional cis-

regulatory landscape of this population. However,

because the genes in our data set all share a role in

immune function, and because they were all chosen in

part because of prior information on genetic variation

in humans and other primates, further work on addi-

tional genes will be necessary in order to test whether

these results typify the genome.

The four genes that exhibited evidence for common

ASGE varied in both the range of ASGE detected across

individuals and in our ability to map them onto genetic

variants. Notably, the two cases of ASGE that we were

able to link to cis-regulatory genetic variants were those

that exhibited the greatest magnitude of ASGE, and the

most consistent direction of imbalance. A greater mag-

nitude of ASGE reflects more pronounced functional

differentiation between cis-regulatory alleles, whereas a

consistent direction for imbalance measurements indi-

cates that the cis-regulatory variant(s) responsible for

ASGE is relatively tightly linked to the transcribed

region of the gene (and to the observed associated vari-

ants, if they themselves are not causal). These factors

imply, perhaps unsurprisingly, that genes that exhibit

high frequencies and magnitudes of allelic imbalance,

along with consistent overexpression of the same allele,

will be the most tractable subjects for studies of ASGE.

Additionally, our results suggest that prior functional

studies in model and ⁄or laboratory organisms can

inform the choice of candidate genes in natural popula-

tions, as exemplified by work incorporating ASGE mea-

surements in Drosophila (Wittkopp et al. 2009), mice

(Linnen et al. 2009), and primates (Wooding et al. 2006;

Tung et al. 2009).

Our failure to associate ASGE with cis-regulatory var-

iation at two loci that exhibit common allelic imbalance,

CXCR4 and IL10, highlights the fact that, in some cases,

associating ASGE with putative causal regulatory vari-

ants will be difficult. This is particularly true for species

like baboons, for which relatively little is known about

segregating genetic variation. Indeed, in some cases, cis-

regulatory variants actually occur many kilobases away

from the transcribed sequence (reviewed in Wray et al.

2003), well outside the scope of surveys of sequence

close to the gene. Thus, even if a distant causal variant

is genotyped, it may not be in strong linkage disequilib-

rium with a transcribed assay SNP, weakening the

power to detect a consistent relationship between geno-

type at a regulatory site and the ASGE phenotype. Simi-

larly, strong interaction effects between two causal

variants, or between a causal variant and an environ-

mental effect, could also reduce power to detect such a

relationship. Finally, ASGE could also reflect allele-spe-

cific epigenetic differences that lead to differential regu-

lation between alleles in the absence of genetic variation

in the cis-regulatory sequence. One or several of these

conditions may have held in the cases of CXCR4 and

IL10. However, recent evidence from humans suggests

that most functional cis-regulatory variants probably do

lie close to either the transcription start site or the tran-

scription end site (Veyrieras et al. 2008). Additionally, a

genome-wide survey of allele-specific methylation pat-

terns in humans suggests that up to 90% of the cases of

allele-specific methylation are due to local sequence fea-

tures acting in cis (i.e. cis-regulatory sequence variation)

(Schalkwyk et al. 2010). Thus, rather than being mutu-

ally exclusive, epigenetic factors may provide a mecha-

nism by which cis-regulatory genetic variants act.

Indeed, an expanded search space for functional

cis-regulatory variants would likely also benefit the

analysis even of genes like CCL5 and FY, for which we

identified significant associations between ASGE and

cis-regulatory variation. In both cases, substantial varia-

tion in ASGE measurements remained unexplained by

our analysis. In the case of CCL5, all homozygotes at

the associated cis-regulatory SNP also exhibited strong

evidence of allelic imbalance, although it was reduced

relative to heterozygotes at this site. In agreement with
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results from humans (Tao et al. 2006) and Drosophila

(McGregor et al. 2007; Gruber & Long 2009), then, our

findings suggest that ASGE is a complex trait influ-

enced by multiple genetic variants, and that cis-regula-

tory interactions with trans-acting environmental or

regulatory genetic effects may also play a role.

From a functional perspective, the four genes in this

study that exhibited the best evidence for common

ASGE in the Amboseli population (CCL5, CXCR4, FY,

and IL10) are linked by their roles in the primate

immune system. All four genes are involved in cytokine

or chemokine signalling and play a part in mediating

the inflammatory response. Controlling inflammation is

a crucial component of the immune response, and is

almost certainly important for wild baboons, which are

subject to a wide array of both pathogen infections and

physical insults; we have noted enlarged and inflamed

lymph nodes on many of the baboons sampled for this

study (unpublished data). Functional differences that

vary the expression levels of these genes may therefore

prove important in fine-tuning this response, and our

results indicate that substantial genetic variation is seg-

regating in the Amboseli baboons that could impact

phenotypic evolution in this population.

Further, our results for CCL5 suggest that at least

some of this genetic variation may be influenced by

GEIs, including environmental effects that are far

removed in time from the gene expression measure-

ment itself. Prior work in this population already impli-

cated maternal dominance rank as a factor in long term

phenotypic development (Onyango et al. 2008), and

early life effects involving social status and access to

resources are well known in humans and other animals

(Ravelli et al. 1976; Altmann 1991; Lindstrom 1999;

Qvarnstrom 1999; Godfrey & Barker 2000; Reifsnyder

et al. 2000; Barker 2002; Barker et al. 2002; Weaver et al.

2004; Hoffjan et al. 2005; Meaney & Szyf 2005; St Clair

et al. 2005), including some involving the effect of early

life social status on gene expression (Miller et al. 2009).

To our knowledge, however, these data represent the

first evidence of an early life effect interacting with

genotype in wild primates. With respect to this specific

case, they suggest the possibility that early social envi-

ronment in baboons may help shape the baboon

immune system over the long-term, such that the same

environmental exposure produces different conse-

quences for different individuals. This result echoes

findings in humans that early life environment, includ-

ing social exposure to other children, influences the risk

of asthma and allergy in a genotype-dependent manner

(Hoffjan et al. 2005; Ober & Thompson 2005); indeed,

CCL5 attracts and stimulates histamine release in ba-

sophils, an important component of the pro-inflamma-

tory allergic response (Laing & Secombes 2004).

Future work on the relationship between social envi-

ronment, genotype and gene expression should aim at

gaining a better understanding of the mechanisms

that connect these factors. For example, social environ-

ment may be particularly important in shaping the

expression of genes regulated by glucocorticoids (Cole

et al. 2007; Miller et al. 2009). Dominance rank and glu-

cocorticoid patterns are known to be linked in the Am-

boseli baboons: subordinate animals tend to exhibit

higher rates of hypercortisolism than high-ranking

individuals (Sapolsky et al. 1997), and a mother’s domi-

nance rank predicts glucocorticoid levels in her male

offspring (Onyango et al. 2008). Further work on social

environment-related GEIs should examine whether

glucocorticoid circulation and signalling represent the

physiological mechanism underlying these effects. At

the same time, complementary work could explore

whether epigenetic modification of the genome in

response to early life environment accounts for

long-term environmental effects, and whether GEIs

represent cases in which environmentally responsive

epigenetic modifications also vary depending on genetic

variation.

ASGE measurements and genetic studies of natural
populations

Our results help illustrate how ASGE measurements can

be used as a tool for studying the genetic architecture of

gene expression in natural populations. They help

address one of the major challenges of conducting

genetic investigations of wild populations—the inability

to standardize the genetic and environmental back-

ground in which allelic variation operates—and present

an opportunity to integrate environmental data on the

same systems to investigate GEIs. Additionally, because

of their focus on regulatory variation, field-based

measurements of ASGE can be readily combined with

laboratory-based tests for functional regulatory variation,

should interesting candidates for further analysis be

identified (i.e. transfection assays in cell culture or quan-

titative assays of transcription factor binding: Kurreeman

et al. 2004; Tao et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2006; Tung et al.

2009; Babbitt et al. 2010). These approaches can be used

to test whether observed associations between ASGE and

specific cis-regulatory variant(s) are causal or due to link-

age disequilibrium with a nearby SNP.

What, then, will ASGE approaches be able to tell us

about the evolutionary genetics of natural populations?

One clear application is toward understanding the

frequency, magnitude and environmental context-

dependence of functional cis-regulatory variation in

natural populations. Because such variation provides

the raw material necessary for evolutionary change,
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such survey-type approaches can yield important

insight into which genes, gene sets or regions of the gen-

ome influence phenotypic variation that may be visible

to natural selection. Additionally, understanding how

environmental changes influence ASGE may help pro-

vide a partial mechanistic explanation for why the

heritability of selectively relevant traits is sometimes

observed to change under different environmental con-

ditions (Qvarnstrom 1999; Wilson et al. 2006). Indeed,

studies in laboratory model systems demonstrate that

GEIs on gene expression can be pervasive, suggesting

that the natural environmental variation experienced by

animals in the wild plays an important role in modulat-

ing the genotype-gene expression relationship. As high

throughput methodologies for measuring ASGE become

more common (Degner et al. 2009; Fontanillas et al.

2010; Heap et al. 2010; Pastinen 2010), addressing these

questions with functional data will become increasingly

feasible.

In some cases, cis-regulatory genetic variation may

also have a detectable effect on downstream, organism-

level phenotypes, including fitness-related traits that can

be measured in field studies. Given an a priori candidate

locus, allelic imbalance assays have proved valuable in

testing whether a cis-regulatory mechanism explains

phenotypic variation within natural populations (Linnen

et al. 2009; Tung et al. 2009) or between species (Wit-

tkopp et al. 2009). Thus, when external evidence from

quantitative trait mapping or association studies impli-

cates one or a few specific loci, ASGE measurements can

serve as an easy way to test for functional regulatory

differences that might account for such a statistical link.

It is somewhat less clear what role untargeted and ⁄ or
genome-wide measurements of ASGE will play in

understanding the genotype-phenotype relationship.

Genes that exhibit allelic imbalance appear to be fairly

common in the genome (Pastinen 2010), and ASGE data

alone do not indicate the genes for which ASGE ‘mat-

ters,’ in the sense that expression imbalance contributes

to downstream traits, vs. the genes for which ASGE sim-

ply reflects noise in the gene expression profile. This

problem extends to gene expression and gene expres-

sion mapping studies more generally. A major challenge

for this area therefore lies in understanding how the

information embedded in ASGE and other expression

data can be used in conjunction with other sources of

data to dissect complex traits.

Conclusions

Our results demonstrate the potential of ASGE-based

approaches for expanding the scope of gene expression

studies from model organisms and cell culture, from

which the majority of our current understanding arises,

to ecologically well-characterized populations in the

field. Such work has the potential to aid in understand-

ing how genetic and environmental effects interact

under field conditions, and to help in untangling the

genetic basis of organism-level phenotypes of ecological

or adaptive importance. For instance, our findings not

only demonstrate that functional cis-regulatory variation

is common in a natural population of nonhuman pri-

mates, but also suggest that multiple variants account

for population-wide patterns of ASGE and that the

strength of these effects is contingent on environmental

variation. In particular, an early life environment,

maternal dominance rank, appears to exert a long-term

effect on the expression of a gene that plays an impor-

tant role in mediating the inflammatory response. These

results suggest that incorporating environmental effects

of known importance in genetic studies of field popula-

tions will be critical to understanding the architecture

of trait variation in the wild.
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